Seniors Should Find Job Search Easy in Future, Difficult Now, Curriy Says

By Mike McCleary

Senior and Chief

Senior searching for jobs can expect a brighter picture in the near, but the distant outlook does not look so rosy, said William Curriy, the director of career planning and placement. Curriy made his remarks at a meeting for seniors Wednesday.

Curriy said that over the long haul, job opportunities will be plentiful as the supply of college graduates increases and the demand for skilled workers increases. He said he expects 300,000 fewer graduates over the next decade.

However, as computers replace the manual record-keeping devices, they are becoming more common, and fill their vacancies with new graduates. Curriy said.

"There may be a flattening of the job market," he said. The number of college graduates was up 53 percent last year, but those working was up 27 percent, he said. Interviews will begin concentrating on skills and experience, he said.

The overall outlook is that senior the better quality schools such as Wake Forest, Curriy said.

The study by the Wake Forest graduating class shows about 25 percent of the seniors intend to graduate or professional school, about 45 percent want to pursue a career, of which 44 percent are in-line business, 5 percent go to the educational field, and 5 percent complete in-service or graduate work.

"It is only half the time that are jobs available for seniors," Curriy said. "They are not available because of what you know, but what you are." About 60 percent of the students leave the state, roughly corresponding to the percentage of out-of-state students.

Curriy said that the average senior earned a starting salary of $24,000 in 1988-89. Although final figures are not in, the average starting salary for this year was below $23,500, according to the Wake Forest .

"We are concerned about diversity and how to break it," Curriy said. The organizations that interview at Wake Forest are looking for students who will become leaders in their organizations, and not "just pretty faces," he said.

nums of sophomores are becoming leaders and are representative of the student body, he said. Curriy said the university's official the Registrar's Office update the seniors about graduation requirements.

Freshmen, Upperclassmen Find Coed Dorms 'Welcome Change'

By Janet V. Vaughan

Staff Writer and Assistant News Editor

When the Office of Residence Life and Housing announced last spring that all freshmen would share an almost entire floor of Ekich Hall with freshmen men and an almost entire floor of Ekich Hall with Ekich Hall's students in the 1990-91 academic year, many student and faculty were a little skeptical.

Many welcomed the change in the rowdy Ekich House, but were unsure about the changes in the new dorm.

Placing freshmen men on South Campus. Although two weeks is not much time to make an objective housing situation will be successful, early indications are that the Ekich Dorms is already attracting many new students.

"It's great," said freshman Ben Mardus, a member of the Sigma Chi fraternity. "It's a lot easier to meet girls. You can go out and sit in the lobby and girls are walking by." John revival, Randy Shuler, also a freshman, said he found living in the same building with freshmen women makes his contact with them more natural. "It makes me more comfortable to talk to them," he said. Mardus also said he made some new friends and he enjoyed being around a dozen new faces instead of the same faces he saw every day.

The organizations that interview at Wake Forest are looking for students who will become leaders in their organizations, and not "just pretty faces," he said.

nums of sophomores are becoming leaders and are representative of the student body, he said. Curriy said the university's official the Registrar's Office update the seniors about graduation requirements.

Working for a Living

A contractor installs the new outdoor furniture on the food court at the Baptist University Center.

Work-Study Program

Places 280 Students

By Lisa C. Smith

Work-study program.

A new student employment service opened this spring that the help students who are looking for a job on or off campus.

Students are divided into three main groups: Residential Hall, off-campus, and the service.

In addition, the service is finding off-campus, previous employment opportunity for students involved in work-study years.

University officials say a new effort is being made this year to work-study students in jobs that fit their career interests.

The university has set aside $10,000 for off-campus and university programs for work-study students who are looking for a job in the city.

Previous, coordination was not always given to placing work-study students in jobs that fit their career interests and plans.

The university has set aside $10,000 for off-campus and university programs for work-study students who are looking for a job in the city.

The new effort is being made this year to work-study students in jobs that fit their career interests and plans.
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BRIEFLY

Fullbright Competition Begins

Competitions for 1991-92 Fullbright Grants for Graduate Study Abroad is officially open. The deadline for receipt of applications is Nov. 15. The program is sponsored by the Indiana University, Graduate School of Management, a professor in the department of romance languages.

Volunteer Corps to Have Meeting

The first meeting of the Volunteer Service Corps will be held at 7 p.m. Thursday, Oct. 28. The meeting will be held in the campus of Winston-Salem's Green Room. All persons interested in vol­unteering for the corps are invited to attend. Several service agencies will be present and the steering committee will outline the variety of ways people can get involved in community service.

Recent graduate students of the department of romance languages and their families are invited to a farewell dinner at 7 p.m. Saturday, Oct. 30, at the home of Dr. and Mrs. David G. Brown, president of Wake Forest University.

Cable Stations Switch Channels

Sunder Gunter has changed four channels in the line up Channel 3 is now the Family Channel, Channel 5 is now MVP Channel 3 in the Horse Shopping Network and Channel 3 is the Vanity Network.

Corel Phone Has Problems

Students who are unable to place their phone in the doc­tor's ordination may experience problems with their phone bills due to the unusually low service quality.

Polaroid phones are available in the departments of art and music for students who have them on their same frequency as the student phone. The student can call any other phone on campus, and his signals to call any other phone on campus.

French House to Host Open House

The department of romance languages will host its annual open house at 7 p.m. Sept. 28. The French House, 1103 Palafox St., will be open for tours. Admission is free, but reservations are re­quired.

Wake Forest Picks Isamara

Wake Forest has selected Dr. I. Isamara of Win ­ston-Salem to hold the strengthening of its foreign affairs program. Dr. Isamara has held the position of assistant professor in the area of art and music for three years.

As special assistant to the Japanese relations to Wake Forest president Thomas A. Doyle Jr., Isamara is part of an administrative area working on the establishment of the department of art and music at Wake Forest. In addition, he will also help to develop the university's cultural and educational ties to Japan.

This appointment fulfills what Isamara has been trying to achieve and the administration's need for a faculty member to help with the department's foreign affairs.

He also plans to develop a new major in the area of arts and music at Wake Forest.

Ford Chairman to Deliver Brophy Executive Lecture Today

Henry "H. Poole," Ford Motor chairman and ceo, will speak at 11:30 a.m. today in the Madden Room of the Brophy Executive Lecture Hall. The lecture is free to the public, and students are encouraged to attend.

"The future is different than we ever thought it would be," Poole said. "It is a time of sweeping change."

TODAY

Winston-Salem Mayor Martha Wood, a Wake Forest graduate, will be guest speaker at the dedication of the new black student center.

October 24

Hearn To Receive Award

E. M. Hearn Jr., will receive the Old Forest Award from Wake Forest School of Business. Hearn is an alumnus of the university and has been an active supporter of the school for many years.
Medical Students To Raise Money in 'Trek for Health'

Old Gold and Black Staff Story

Students at Bowman Gray School of Medicine will stage a 30-mile bicycle "Trek for Health" tomorrow, from the Reynolds campus of Wake Forest to Hanging Rock State Park.

The trek, open to anyone 16 and older, will benefit the Trial Health Project, an AIDS service organization based in Greensboro, according to Jack A. Neufeld, a second-year student who is chairing the event.

However, Neufeld said increasing public awareness of AIDS is an important goal as well.

In addition to a $15 entry fee, all participants are requested to raise $100 for the project. All participants will receive a T-shirt, and those raising at least $200 will be eligible for a prize package of gift certificates (totaling $100) from local merchants.

The American Medical Student Association chapter of Bowman Gray organized the event with the North Carolina Medical Society Medical Student Association, according to Neufeld. AIDS chapters at Duke, UNC-Chapel Hill and East Carolina University are aiding their students in preparation.

The students have begun recruiting the need to educate the public about AIDS and the RVV vision that means it, Neufeld said.

"October is AIDS awareness month and as an appropriate time for the Trek for Health," Neufeld said. "It is the time that the public becomes more aware of AIDS."

Furthermore, AIDS affects everyone, not just people who use intravenous drugs, "so people need to practice safer sex," he said.

"We see the suffering of the individuals diagnosed with AIDS/HIV and their families, friends, peers and partners," he said.

By hosting their own event to raise even more money, the students "will make it a more personal and emotional experience," Neufeld said.

The money raised will provide AIDS/HIV services for people in the Triangle area, he said.

"The Trek for Health is as important as raising money."
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Looking Up

Students report putting the final touches on the three-story ohrium in the Barson University Center.

First Wachovia President to Speak at Opening Convocation

Old Gold and Black Staff Story

John G. Medlin Jr., chairman, president and chief executive officer of First Wachovia Corp., will address Wake Forest's Distinguished Teaching Board will be inducted.

Medlin's speech on "The Importance of Ethics in Studies to the World University and the Pharmaceutical Change" will be held in Wait Chapel at 11 a.m. Also during the celebration, David C. Brown will be installed as Wake Forest's new provost, the John Bethun Award for Distinguished Teaching will be presented to Brown and a Student Award of the Student Council will be presented to Brad Jones, a senior (1990-91) in psychology.

Along with Arnold Palmer and PepsiCo chairman Wayne Callaway, Medlin is a chairman of Wake Forest's sponsoring capital campaign. A university trustee, he is also on the boards of UNC-CH, the National Urban League and the Camden Institute for Private Enterprise.

Medlin is on the board of directors of the National Industrial Service Industries Inc., ENH Neighborhood Development Group Inc. as well as Fidelity Investments and in principle subsidiaries.

Medlin will also take part in groundbreaking for Wake Forest's Prospective Center for Law and Management, representing PepsiCo. The company is a major corporate contributor to the project.

He will be joined by university officials, including Wayne Callaway, chairman of the North Carolina Industrial Services Industries Inc., ENH Neighborhood Development Group Inc. as well as Fidelity Investments and in principle subsidiaries.
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**More Hostages Released**

LAGHMAN, Iraq — One hundred seventy-five Vietnamese hostages, including 124 children, were freed to freedom Tuesday. Two other flights totaling 135 West Germans and 170 mainly fresh meats were also released, U.S. officials here for those to be the first of many other

**Arthritis Breakthrough Discovers**

ARTHUR, Mass. — On Friday, researchers at Thomas Jefferson University and Case Western Reserve University in Cleveland announced that they had found a clue to cause arthritis. The study was done on 100 family members of 3 generations. The gene defect was found in all of those with the disease of osteoarthritis, but was not found in the remaining healthy family members. The gene normally produces a protein, collagen II, that maintains the protective cartilage in joints between bones. With osteoarthritis, the cartilage becomes and causes inflammation in the joint. This is why patients with arthritis have joint pain.

**Space Shuttle Delayed Again**
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**Business**

From Page 2

change phone numbers and do lots of other jobs. It's a good way to make a bit of extra money. It's a good way to keep the kids interested. And it's a good way to keep the kids interested.
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WELCOME STUDENTS

OPEN HOUSE IN
REYNOLDA VILLAGE

SATURDAY, SEPTEMBER 8, 1990
10:00 AM - 5:00 PM

FOLLOW the BALLOONS to REGISTER for PRIZES in PARTICIPATING SHOPS.

Sponsored by the
REYNOLDA VILLAGE MERCHANTS ASSOCIATION

CASH IN ON GOOD GRADES.

If you're a freshman or sophomore with good grades, apply now for an Army ROTC scholarship. It pays off during college. Red afterwards.

ARMY ROTC SCHOLARSHIPS
Contact CPT Williamson
Reynolda Gym
X5546
It is a Matter of Politics

Public Education Needs Some Competition

The newest and most significant education reform in recent memory is the proposal to require a voucher system in private schools. This is an idea that has been around for many years and has been discussed by educators, politicians, and parents alike. The voucher system would allow parents to use a portion of their tax dollars to pay for tuition at a private school of their choice. This would provide parents with more options and would encourage private schools to improve their quality and standards.

One of the main arguments against the voucher system is that it would lead to a decrease in funding for public schools. However, proponents of the voucher system argue that it would actually increase funding for public schools by encouraging schools to improve their quality and compete with private schools. This would lead to a greater demand for public schools, which would result in an increase in funding.

Another argument against the voucher system is that it would lead to a decrease in quality for public schools. However, proponents argue that it would actually improve the quality of public schools by providing a competitive environment. This would lead to improved teaching methods, better facilities, and a greater focus on student achievement.

In conclusion, the voucher system is a new and innovative idea that has the potential to improve the quality of public and private schools. It is a matter of competing for funding, and the more competition there is, the better the quality of education will be. It is time for our government to consider implementing a voucher system in public schools and providing an opportunity for parents to choose the best school for their children.
Students Need to Take a More Cultural Look at Classes

For the first two years of my Wake Forest education, I did, all things considered, pretty well. I thought I got in shape through the dorm fitness centers, thought I did a pretty good job of anything anything, just as long as it fulfilled a disciplinary requirement. I went to class, played sports, traveled at least I had read andreat, and then willingly gave up a little in a little bit, single-undercut.

But my true guide is stronger enough, as it is through formal Shakespeare, Chaucer, Milton and all the other respected and approved classics while ignoring the other values that have been offered so far long. It doesn't mean that I have to memorize every detail, but I think that doing this would be a great improvement to the class that surveys American literature.

Dannette McCain
Student Columnist

---

Senate Race Is Almost Pure Fiction

Poor Power and Anarchia, Editorial columnists present an equal amount of beliefs, but we also have to weigh the facts for the other candidates. B, the incumbent, and C, the up-and-coming challenger.

Continued with this scenario, let's say the two candidates were of different races, the challenger a member of a minority group. In the past, America because more segregated and open, it was easier, for the sake of argument, that the majority candidates expressed opinions that ignored not only the integration and equalization of the second candidate's minority group, but also most other minority groups.

(Of course, this situation is entirely fictional. Any similarity between any person living or deceased and any fictional character is entirely coincidental.)

We all know these are jolly times. Everyone lives everyone else, so, in a display of great understanding and empathy, the first candidate states that if anyone allows itself to become a dividing issue in the campaign, "hands will be cracked." The people, not surprisingly, respond unconditionally.

Unfortunately, some of Candidate A's campaign's hard sells some to a number of persons who, curiously enough, belong to the same minority as Candidate B. It represents an introduction to the campaign's hand sell approach. Candidate A, speaking of the people he finds with the Candidate B's campaign, expresses that Candidate A, speaking of the campaign's hand sell approach, in this argument, not surprisingly, has to change the charges of prejudices to further his cause in the campaign, to proceed to hand the cause of Candidate B.

Eric Williams
Student Columnist

---

Student Government Elections!!

Petitions available at Information Desk for:
- *Legislature (all classes)*
- *Honor Council (freshmen)*
- *Student Budget Advisory Committee*
- *Student Trustee (senior)*
- *Executive Committee Bio Sheets-including Food Service, Race Relations and Housing*

Petitions due at an important meeting on Tuesday, September 11 at 5:00pm in Room 102 Fine Arts Center (Lower Building) Questions? Call the SG office at X5293

---

Life at WFU May Be Questionable

W elcome back to Wake Forest everyone, or if you are a new student then simply "Wake Forest." The first thing you will notice is how Wake Forest can be confusing for everyone. For those of you who are affluent school? Is the faculty get paid so little at such an affluent school?

1. How many times did you get to take the center of a promising Rams line-up so far?
2. How many official transactions are there at Wake Forest?
3. Why does the faculty get paid so little at such an affluent school?
4. Just exactly how many students would a woodchuck check if a woodchuck could check wood?
5. How many students get elected to the Student Government annually on an anti-ARA platform? Has the food improved since you have been here?
6. In what category should the French be cataloged?
7. Why are the clocks on Wait Chapel always set differently? What is the clock? Is there a clock? What makes the French clock different?
8. Why do the faculty get paid so little at such an affluent school?
9. Why does a time come in 1020, including utilities, to live in an apartment off-campus with my roommate? Is there a room that the French clock does not reliably mark? Does the word "shadow" mean anything to you?
10. Why is there no woodchuck or woodchuck wood?
11. Why are there ARA foods in Bearden? Is it some local kind of joke? Does the food make it taste any better?
12. Is there any campus for a campus fine desk, meal, jackhammers, ballrooms, and quarrel? Are you ever going to come to enjoy the things that our tuition increases are paying for?

---

Beaumont Vance
Student Columnist

---

Student Government Elections!!

Petitions available at Information Desk for:
- *Legislature (all classes)*
- *Honor Council (freshmen)*
- *Student Budget Advisory Committee*
- *Student Trustee (senior)*
- *Executive Committee Bio Sheets-including Food Service, Race Relations and Housing*

Petitions due at an important meeting on Tuesday, September 11 at 5:00pm in Room 102 Fine Arts Center (Lower Building) Questions? Call the SG office at X5293
By Fred Hegner

Senior Fred Hegner spent last spring in Salamanca, Spain, with 16 classmates from Wake Forest and Candia Spanish, an adjective proper to the department in language romance. Here is the personal account of the experience.

As the sun beat down on the red brick roads of the old university town, the noon gong galloped across the bell towers. Students filled the streets and some barriers of modern filled the dim tempi for the work—sung time.

Spain’s other history is shown.Founded more than 800 years ago. As I learned more about the Spanish people, I realized that I was standing on a little history of which much of the world is not aware.

The Wake Forest program in Salamanca is not the only adventurous part of some college programs that send students to Madrid, Spain’s capital, but it is.

The towns resembles a foreign convention year round, housing a wealth of monumental students. Many students sate with books and magpies, critics of party-bean. But others get caught up in the site of Spanish Salamanca often.

The town reflects the gentle mixture of England and its other Western European neighbors, but it does have beauty. Spain has suffered much war and a lot of the site because of its location on the northern tip of the Iberian Peninsula. The town of Salamanca and even a bloody civil war have ripped the country apart.

Salamanca may not be as many to many, its people are proud of their city, province of Castile.

The region is home to the most formal period of Spanish as well as some of the greatest Spanish writers of all time. Each writer is Miguel de Unamuno, Fray Luis de Leon and even the Spanish writers of all time. Such writers as Miguel de Cervantes Saavedra, Barca, a 16th-century dramatist, and other Spanish celebrities. The university currently enrolls 16,000 students and more than 3,000 foreigners.

The heresies and languages are the most popular, devotional as well as some equivalent to some other countries in the world.

Salamanca was established by students studying medicine and with a background in language for an instant in the world scene.

With the coming of a progressive president, Spain has become a democracy. As Miguel de Cervantes Saavedra, one of the greatest Spanish literary figures, said, “A bullfight is a cruel, unethical, heartless, powerful and truly unique Spanish experience. It has breathed life into this country by symbolizing good and evil.”

The sun beat down on the red brick roads of the old university town, the noon gong galloped across the bell towers. Students filled the streets and some barriers of modern filled the dim tempi for the work—sung time.

As a witness to the world scene, Salamanca for an instant is yours.

With the coming of a progressive president, Spain has become a democracy. As Miguel de Cervantes Saavedra, one of the greatest Spanish literary figures, said, “A bullfight is a cruel, unethical, heartless, powerful and truly unique Spanish experience. It has breathed life into this country by symbolizing good and evil.”

The sun beat down on the red brick roads of the old university town, the noon gong galloped across the bell towers. Students filled the streets and some barriers of modern filled the dim tempi for the work—sung time.

As a witness to the world scene, Salamanca for an instant is yours.

"Spaingate."

Spain’s oldest university is here, founded some covered halls and buildings of the university evidence its students’ diverse views. The graffiti-mottled halls and buildings of the university evidence its students’ diverse views. The graffiti-mottled halls and buildings of the university evidence its students’ diverse views.
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College isn't always easy, but shopping at Eckerd is!
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Cobb, Hollas Lead Rice Attack as Owls Beat Wake Forest in Season-Opener

By Law Brown

Last Sunday in Houston, Rice beat the heavily favored Demon Deacons from Wake Forest, 33-17, and sent the Demon Deacons home with a 3-17-1 record.

Rice jumped out to a quick lead by scoring its first four times in a row. The Owls led 23-0 at halftime and continued their dominance in the second half.

"After the game I said that we were strong," said one Owls player. "I think we played very well." The Owls were led by quarterback Donald Hollas, who threw for 330 yards and four touchdowns.

The Demon Deacons entered the game at 1-7-1, but they were no match for the Owls. The game was a complete domination by Rice, who scored on every possession they had the ball.

Hollas led Rice to a 14-0 lead in the first half, followed by a 26-0 lead in the fourth quarter. Hollas completed 22 of 30 passes for 330 yards and four touchdowns. Wake Forest had a hard time keeping up with Hollas, who was almost unstoppable.

"I don't know how they did it," said Wake Forest coach Bill Olson. "They had a great quarterback." Hollas finished the game with 330 yards and four touchdowns, leading Rice to a clear victory.

In the second half, Rice increased its lead to 33-0, and Hollas had the ball in his control for the last five minutes of the game. On their last possession, Hollas led Rice to the Demon Deacons' 33-yard line.

"We knew we had the game won," said Rice coach Bob Davie. "We didn't have to do much in the second half." Rice won the game, 33-17, and sent the Demon Deacons home with a 3-17-1 record.

Soccer Team Beats ASU, Ties St. Mary's in Classic

Demon Deacons Open Season on Campus Stadium
With Planters Lifesavers Classic, Win Against Seton

By Donelle Gillis

Soccer team members of the large and powerful athletic conferences. From the Southern Conference to the ACC, the team is ranked 18th in the ACC.

The Demon Deacons enter the game at 1-7-1, but they were no match for the Owls. The game was a complete domination by Rice, who scored on every possession they had the ball.
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"I don't know how they did it," said Wake Forest coach Bill Olson. "They had a great quarterback." Hollas finished the game with 330 yards and four touchdowns, leading Rice to a clear victory.
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ACC Expansion Could Be Harmful to Smaller Schools, Student-Athletes

When Penn State Stein to the Big Ten Conference last year, its former Big Ten rivals were left to compete in conferences where they had never been before. The ACC expansion has been a major topic of discussion in recent years.

Current ACC members include Boston College, Wake Forest, Duke, and Georgia Tech. If those schools were to leave the ACC, the conference would be left without any Big Ten schools.

"That would be a disaster for us," said one ACC coach. "We need those schools to keep us competitive in our conference." The ACC expansion has caused a great deal of concern among current ACC members.

According to John Weseman, a member of the ACC conference, the ACC expansion has caused a great deal of concern among current ACC members.
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Women's Golf Team Opens Fall Slate

The Wake Forest women's golf team will open the 1990 fall season at the Lady Teal Invitational, which will be played from September 7-9.

The Demon Deacons will send a very strong lineup to Long Beach, California, to compete with Arizona State, Texas A&M, Long Beach State, Pepperdine and UCLA.

Experience remains strong for the Deacons in 1989-90. Head Coach Dianne Dailey said, "We won't have to do much scouting with our returning varsity players." Head Coach Dianne Dailey also indicated that "We'll have a good field of golfers returning next year and I think our chances are good."
Football

From Page 10

The home defense played well Saturday afternoon against the University of Idaho as the defense held Idaho to 161 yards, 147 of those yards coming on the ground. Assistant coach Jerry Fugate and defensive coordinator John Briley did a good job with the defense and they are doing a good job of preparing their players for the upcoming game.

The defense is looking to continue their strong performance in the upcoming game against Montana State University. Coach Briley has been working with the defense to prepare them for the challenges they will face in the game.

Coach Briley is also looking to continue working with the offense to prepare them for the game. The offense is looking to improve in the upcoming game and they are working hard to prepare themselves.

In the game against Idaho, the defense held Idaho to 161 yards, 147 of those yards coming on the ground. The defense is looking to continue their strong performance in the upcoming game against Montana State University. Coach Briley has been working with the defense to prepare them for the challenges they will face in the game.

Coach Briley is also looking to continue working with the offense to prepare them for the game. The offense is looking to improve in the upcoming game and they are working hard to prepare themselves.

The defense is looking to continue their strong performance in the upcoming game against Montana State University. Coach Briley has been working with the defense to prepare them for the challenges they will face in the game.

Coach Briley is also looking to continue working with the offense to prepare them for the game. The offense is looking to improve in the upcoming game and they are working hard to prepare themselves.
1990 Wake Forest Fall Sports Preview

Soccer Team Attempts to Defend ACC Championship

By Chad Hayes

The 1990 Wake Forest soccer team in vogue to continue the promise of success that has manifested during the reign of Head Coach Charlie Goodridge. The Demon Deacons have improved steadily each year, finishing as the runners-up for the conference title four years ago. The 1990 season marked the third consecutive season in which Goodridge's team has won at least 15-2, with the team running out to an 11-5-2 overall record.

Goodridge's team is comprised of several top-notch returners from last year's ACC championship team including, sophomore forward Mike Gaddis, junior midfielder Stephen Koff, and senior goalkeeper Karen Powell. The Demon Deacons' season started off with a bang, winning the ACC tournament title before going on to win the ACC regular season championship.

Goodridge is confident that the Demon Deacons have what it takes to compete at the national level. The team has a strong defense, led by senior goalkeeper Karen Powell, who was named the ACC's goalkeeper of the year last season. The Demon Deacons' defense is complemented by a strong midfield, led by junior midfielder Stephen Koff, and a solid front line, led by senior forward Mike Gaddis.

On the offensive end, Wake Forest has the talent and experience to compete at the national level. The Demon Deacons' attack is led by senior forward Mike Gaddis, who was named the ACC's offensive player of the year last season. Gaddis is a dynamic player who can score from almost anywhere on the field. The Demon Deacons' midfield is led by junior midfielder Stephen Koff, who is a versatile player who can play in any of the midfield positions.

Bonnie Blue Devils in Stickney's three seasons. The Demon Deacons' open the defense of the crown against their ACC nemesis Duke. Wake Forest has not beaten the Blue Devils in 13 years, and the Demon Deacons will attempt to break that streak in the opening game of the season.

The Demon Deacons' season is filled with challenging matches, but Goodridge is confident that his team has the talent and experience to compete at the national level. The Demon Deacons' schedule includes a number of tough matches, but Goodridge knows that his team is capable of competing at the national level.

Cross Country Teams Continue to Compete on National Level

By Mike Philogene

The Wake Forest cross country team, which finished third in the Atlantic Coast Conference last season, is looking to improve on last year's performance.

Assistant Coach Bradley said that the team is focused on building a strong team of runners and improving their overall performance. Bradley said that the team has made progress in recent years and is looking to continue that trend this season.

Bradley said that the team has a number of returning runners who are expected to lead the way this season. The team also has a number of new runners who are expected to contribute to the team's success.

The Demon Deacons' schedule includes a number of challenging races, but Bradley said that the team is ready to take on the challenge. The team will compete in several conference and regional meets, as well as several national meets.

Bradley said that the team is looking forward to the season and is ready to compete at the highest level. The team is focused on improving their overall performance and is looking to compete at the national level.

Women's Team Must Overcome Youth, Losses of Arnold, Letko

By Mike Philogene

The 1990 Wake Forest women's soccer team is looking to build on last year's success and compete at the highest level. The Demon Deacons' season started off with a bang, winning the ACC tournament title before going on to win the ACC regular season championship.
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NASA Art Exhibit Reflects Limited Creativity

"Because art is an expression, a communication of an idea through a visual medium, merely duplicating something is not an expression, even if only for an afterthought."

By Krista Zador
Star-News Staff Writer

The majority of the works are technical renderings of a technological nature. It is difficult to ascertain whether the artist's actual intent was to encourage viewers to think about the works, or merely to present the viewer with an array of visual images to admire. While these works should be admired for their actual intent, they should not be taken as models for greatness. Because art is an expression, a communication of an idea through a visual medium, merely duplicating is a simple fall short of greatness.

The benefit of art is that it can be a means of self-expression. A work of art is not necessarily an arena for the artist, but rather a means to transcend that which he or she is trying to communicate. The viewer remains uncertain of the actual intent.

The art is essentially an evil. Two paintings of over-conventional themes show against the facade of needlessly.
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September College Bestsellers

1. Proven Innocent, by Scott Turow. ( Warner, $4.95.)
2. Clear and Present Danger, by Tom Clancy. (Berkley, $5.95.)
3. The Joy Luck Club, by Amy Tan. (Scribner, $5.)
4. 10 Simple Things You Can Do to Save the Earth, by the Student Environmental Group. (Earthworks Press, $4.95.)
5. Big History/Time by Steven H. Hawkins. (Barrett, $3.95.)

Art
NASA Arts 10 a.m.-5 p.m. Wednesdays and Saturdays, exhibits through Sept. 30. Scale Art Gallery: "Views of Flight," an exhibition of paintings and sculptures from NASA's vaults, shows emphasis of contemporary science to the events and technologies in the space program. Admission: $5 adult, $2 child, $15 family. Followed with a feature by Dr. Philip D. Lombard, Free.

Configuring Attraction

COMING ATTRACTIONS

By Joyce Jillson

SAGITARIUS
Scholarships, too.
Uses by which they stretch their budgets, or tenancy in the dorms, or steps to be taken to prevent back pain, or the effects of stress on the immune system.

LEO
You may want to create a professional-looking resume, not on how to get it but on what to put on it. Begin with your work experience--it's a first date with you in the eyes of potential employers.

ARIES
You're restless and have trouble settling down to the action. The moon is in your sign early in the week. As the weekend approaches, you may have trouble staying up with your plans. If you discard plans, be sure to write poetry.

TWINs
You're taking this term is serious, but it's a good attitude when details go awry. The action starts Monday and the weekend will bring on high."

COLLEGE HOROSCOPE

VERTEBRATE THEATRE by MARCI ANTON

"The first time I saw a Macintosh, I was immediately hooked! It's a work of art. I saw the student pricing and my next move was obvious get one."

Some other computers are cheaper, but they're a pain to learn, and working on them can be a frustrating experience. Last year, a friend bought another kind of computer at my advice and has used it for maybe 15 hours. What a waste.

"Macintosh, on the other hand, is a logical extension of the mind. It lets you concentrate on what's in your head, not on how it's going to print. You can create professional looking documents in minutes, and you lose the fear of learning new programs because they all work in the same way. Once you've worked with a Macintosh, there's nothing back."
APPETIZERS

Fries .... 1.75
Seasoned and piped hot
Broats .... 3.75
Whole chicken wings with a deliciously different taste
Peanuts in the Shell .... 1.75
Roasted to perfection
Chips and Salsa .... 1.75
Homemade salsa with chips
Chili .... 3.75
A Southern blend of beans, beef, and spices served with chips and topped with cheddar and sour cream
Nachos .... 4.50
Chips topped with taco mix, garden veggies, sour cream, and our homemade cheese sauce
Veggies .... 3.75 (A cool alternative)
Cucumbers, carrots, celery, and radishes served with Ranch Dressing

Garden Salad .... 2.50
Refreshing and cool
Side Salad .... 1.75
Turkey Salad .... 5.25
An array of garden vegetables topped with a generous portion of homemade turkey salad
South of the Border Salad .... 3.75
Our taco mix served on a tortilla shell topped with lettuce, tomatoes, and salsa or sour cream
Grilled Chicken Salad .... 5.15
Our marinated chicken breast topped with shredded cheddar cheese served on our marinated greens

Dressings: Thousand Island, Ranch, Light Italian

OLD MASTERS FAVORITES

1/4 lb. ground beef served on a toasted bun
\( \text{Fringe Burger} \) .... 4.25
Lettuce, Tomato, and Onions
\( \text{Fringe Burger} \) .... 4.25
Lettuce, Tomato, and Cheese
\( \text{Fringe Burger} \) .... 4.25
Lettuce, Tomato, and Onion
\( \text{Fringe Burger} \) .... 4.25
Lettuce, Tomato, and Jalapenos
\( \text{Fringe Burger} \) .... 4.25
Lettuce, Cheese, and Hot Sauce
\( \text{Fringe Burger} \) .... 4.25
Lettuce, Cheese, and Blue Cheese
\( \text{Fringe Burger} \) .... 4.25
Lettuce, Cheese, and Bacon
\( \text{Fringe Burger} \) .... 4.25
Lettuce, Cheese, and Tomato
\( \text{Fringe Burger} \) .... 4.25
Lettuce, Cheese, and Jalapenos
\( \text{Fringe Burger} \) .... 4.25
Lettuce, Cheese, and Onion
\( \text{Fringe Burger} \) .... 4.25
Lettuce, Cheese, and Pepper

BEVERAGES

\( \text{Beers (Free Refills)} \) .... 1.00
Iced Tea, Hot Tea, or Coffee
\( \text{Coke, Diet Coke, Sprite, Ginger Ale} \) \$1.14

IMPORTED BEERS

Foster's 35 oz. .... Australia ...... 3.25
Mousethead and Mooselookum .... Canada ...... 2.25
Guinness .... Canada ...... 1.50
Flamingo 20 oz. .... France ...... 3.50
Bock's and Beck's Dark .... Germany ...... 2.25
Heineken and Anchor Light .... Holland ...... 2.25
Red Stripe .... Jamaica ...... 2.25
Sutter's Dry 12 oz. .... Japan ...... 1.50
Dos Equis XX and 66 .... Mexico ...... 2.25

AMERICAN BEERS

Pete's Wicked Ale .... Palo Alto ...... 2.25
Anchor Steam .... San Francisco ...... 2.50
Summit Adams Lager .... Boston ...... 2.25
Lightly .... Boston ...... 2.25
Michelob and Michelob Dry .... 1.50
Budweiser and Bud Light .... 1.50
Miller Lite and Coors Light .... 1.50

NATURAL SODA

Beef Head's Root Beer, Lemon-Lime ........ 0.00

WINES

Champagne Split .... $
Korbel .... 6.75
By the Glass
August Sebastiani Chardonnay .... 2.50
Sutter Home White Zinfandel .... 2.50
August Sebastiani Chablis .... 1.75
Glen Ellen Cabernet Sauvignon .... 2.50

Sparkling
Fraosta White Zinfandel .... 2.00
California Cuvee Chablis .... 5.00

MINERAL WATER

Gulf Sparkling Natural, Lemon-Lime .... 0.00
Evan Non-Sparkling .... 0.00

THE BACK NINE

(\( \text{Served with fries} \)

Steak and Cheese .... 6.75
Stuffed onion served on toasted French bread, topped with grilled onions, deli, peppers, and marinara sauce
Marinated Chicken Sandwich .... 5.25
Toasted chicken breast served on toasted rye bread topped with lettuce, tomato, and swiss cheese
Pepper Chicken Sandwich .... 5.25
White chicken breast on toasted rye bread topped with lettuce and tomato
Members-Only Ribeye .... 12.50
1/2 lb. of choice choice for the big hitter (Served with fries and salad)

WFU Students & Staff
Cash In ON THE FRINGE Benefits

\( \text{\$1.00 off all meals with ID} \)
\( \text{\$1.00/15oz. Drafts} \)
\( \text{Monday & Wednesday/50% Draft} \)
\( \text{Cold Beer & Hot Chicks} \)

Across from the Coliseum

Mon-Sat 11:30 AM-2:00 AM M

723-3966